ADJUSTING

TRAINING

SESSIONS FOR DIFFERENT
GROUPS

ABILITY

I. The size of the grid (playing area) can be adjusted. The larger the playing area,
the easier it is for the players because they will have more time and space
with the ball before pressure arrives.
2. Time limits may be adjusted. Beginning players may require more time to
perform a given activity.
3. Add "free" players. "Free" players ~e the players that play for whichever team
is in possession of the ball. This gives an advantage to the attacking team
and may make it easier for some players to perform an attacking skill.
4. Add or subtract defenders to make the game more or less difficult.
5. If you have a group that has players with very different abilities it is
helpful to remember that we can create games and activities that help the
stronger players challenge the weaker players and the weaker players
challenge the stronger players. An example of this is "Street Soccer".
"Street Soccer" is a tournament where each individual receives points for
certain criteria that his/her team can achieve each game (shutouts, team
goals scored, etc.). After each game the individuals points are recorded. For
each new round the players are given different teams so they never play
with the same players. So, each player must cooperate with many different
players if they wish to get their points.
Regardless of whether or not you play "Street Soccer", the philosophy is
useful.
We can also create activities that challenge all players regardless of their
ability. An example of this is "Dribbling Pac-Man". This is a game where
one player starts with a soccer ball. The object is for that player to dribble
the soccer ball and try to tag the other players (who don't want to be tagged).
When a player is tagged, he/she runs to get a soccer ball from the side of the
grid and joins the other player in trying dribble and tag the others. This
continues until all of the players have been tagged. So, regardless of
whether or not an individual is good with the ball, runs fast, or is athletic,
this game will challenge him/her .
6. Players develop at different rates. Once you establish the ability of your group
you can adjust your sessions to meet their needs.
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p ASSING
Games

1. PAC

and

Exercises

MAN

Organization:

Each player with a ball.

Structure: Confined area approximately 20 x 20 yds. Could use a larger space if
numbers dictate.
Procedures: One player with ball (Pac Man), all others run freely in area. Player
with ball dribbles and attempts to hit the other players below the waist by passing
the ball at them. Players try to avoid getting hit with the ball. Once a player is hit,
he gets his ball and becomes the second Pac Man. Game continues until all players
have been hit and have their ball.

Analysis:

T echni cal :
Dribbling and
passing, trying to hit
a moving target.
Encouraging quick
preparation and
passing of the ball.
Deceptive passing
and use of either
foot.
Physical: Cardio-respiratory

endurance fitness, agility, jumping.

Tactical: Looking for players, chasing, tracking, playing to a target. The first step
in teaching players to attack someone with the ball. Emphasis on creating an
assertive and attack posture with the ball.
SociaV Psychological: Allows all ability levels to play equally. Allows each
player to be successful. if players are hit early, they will dribble longer. If they
manage to avoid getting hit until the end, their challenge greatly increases.

(
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2. SIAMESE

SOCCER

Organization: Similar to Pac Man, except there is one ball for two players. These
players are partners who can only pass to each other. All other players are paired
and mu~t hold hands.
Structure:

Random in a confined area.

Procedures:

Players with ball dribble and pass while attempting to hit the other

paired

playe(s, who are trying to avoid getting hit. To hit a player, the pass must be one
touch. If one of the pairs get hit, they break apart, get a ball and attempt to dribble
and pass to hit other pairs. Game continues until all paired players have a ball.

(i)

.JJ

\>

Analysis:

Technical: Dribbling at an opponent, change direction, change speed. Passing to
targets and one-touch passing.
Physical:

Fitness,

Tactical:

Two

agility

player

Social/ Psychological:

and balance.

combinations,

Cooperation

wall

passing.

with two players working

toward the same

objective.
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3. TEAM

KNOCKOUT

Organization:

Structure:

One ball for every

two people.

Two teams on half a field.

Procedures: Team " A II is on the field, each with a ball. Team "B " stands
anywhere along the sidelines without a ball. On the signal, team "B " runs onto the
field and attempts to kick all the balls off the field. The leader/coach starts the
clock on the signal and stops it when the ball is kicked off the field. Team " A II
members who have had their ball kicked off the field should help other team IIA II
members by getting into positions so that they may receive a pass. Remember,
time does not stop until Team "B II kicks all the balls off the field.

Analysis:

Technical:

Dribbling,

passing, receiving,
heading. Complete use of
all soccer skills in a game
like condition.

Physical: Cardiorespiratory endurance,
fitness, coordination,
strength, balance, agility.
Tactical: Game goes
through an entire tactical progression, 1vi to 2vi to 2v2 to 3v2 etc., to 8v8, or
whatever the size of the group, possession.
Social/Psychological:

Teamwork, working toward a common goal, success,

patience, composure.
Comment: This game follows a logical tactical progression from 1v 1 to a full
match with one team attempting to keep possession on half a field. How many
coaches would like to know that each time their team has the ball they may be able
to maintain possession for 30 seconds to one minute? By playing this game and
taking a split time when your down to the last ball allows for the team to practice
maintaining possession of the ball in a fun, competitive and realistic situation.
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4. MARBLES
Organization:

Structure:

one ball per person with

players

Large open space for maximum

in pairs.

opportunity

to move,

Procedures: This is a passing game where players take turns trying to hit each
others ball through passing. The exercise begins with one player playing his/her
ball away 5 -10 yards. The second player then attempts to pass his/her ball to hit
their partners ball. For a hit, score one point. For a miss, the moment the passed
ball moves completely past the other ball, that players turn begins. They now try to
hit their partners ball. There is an advantage to immediately chasing your ball after
passing so that in the event your partner misses you can be right there to strike
your ball. There is also a fairness component; should a player score a point their
ball is now only inches away from the other one, the player restarts the game with
a new pass away from the area.

t

~

(l)
Analysis:

Technical:
Passing for accuracy, hitting
and pass one touch passing.
Physical:

Cardio-respiratory

Tactical:

Decisions

Social/ Psychological:
motivating, providing
follow your pass.

a moving

target, quickness of preparation

endurance.

regarding

type of pass, timing

Positive interaction
immediate

and pace of the pass.

between two players. Activity

feedback of results. Develops

is self-

the tendency to
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5. SEQUENCE

PASSIN{i

Organization: Groups ranging between 5- 7 players per group. Will eventually
need 2-3 ba11sper group.
Structure: Random formation in a general area. Players are numbered from 1 to
whatever the size of the group.
Procedures: The activity starts with player number one in possession of the ball.
Player I then passes to player 2, player 2 to 3 and so on with the last player
passing back to number I. All players are moving; no one stands still. Mer a pass
is made, the player must move into
.space so as not to interfere with the next pass. Once players get into a passing
rhythm, add.
.second ball and challenge them to try to catch the second ball. A player should
not get caught with two balls. If they are up for the challenge, try three balls.

Analysis:

21

Technical: Passing, receiving,
and dribbling. Playing to the
feet of a moving target. Passing

Q)
.D1

rhythm.
Physical:

Jogging,

changing

direction.

sprinting,
5

Tactical: Timing of runs to
support the Player with the ball. Movement off the ball.
Social/ Psychological: Team harmony, a collective activity. Allows players to
focus on the movements of the receiving and passing players.
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6. ONE TOUCH
Organization:
Structure:

Pairs with

one ball.

Open or confined

area.

Procedures: Players send one-touch passes to each other at a distance between
15-25 yards. The object is to play without rnis-kicking the baIlor using more than
one-touch.

Jj,...
Q)

Analysis:

Technical: Receiving, preparing, and passing all in the same movement. Striking
balls at various angles, speeds and in different body positions.
Physical:

Eye- foot coordination

Tactical:

Decisions

and balance.

on how to deal with the ball and ball placement.

Social/Psychological:
Great opportunity
with immediate feedback. A cooperative

to strike different types of received balls
and competitive activity.
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7. GOAL

ON

THE

MOVE

Organization:
Small-sided game with two equal teams. You need a broom stick
about 61 in length.
Structure:

Play on half or full field. One player from each team holds the broom

stick to make the goal.

Procedures: The players holding th~ goal are neutral and allowed to run anywhere
on the field to prevent getting scored on. Playas any other stnall-sided game. The
team in possession tries to score and the other team defends. The only difference is
the goal may be there one second and somewhere else the next. Change goal posts
every 3-5 minutes.

Analysis:

Technical:

Dribbling,

passing,

receiving,

heading,

and shooting.

Physical: Cardio-respiratory endurance along with all other physical demands of a
match.
Tactical: Transition, changing
and defense. Field vision.

Social/Psychological:

point of attack, organizing

and reorganizing

attack

High motivating team activity.

(
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8. BRIDGE

PASSING

Procedures: Each player must pass the ball through their partners legs. Player
with the ball begins by attempting to pass the ball through partner's legs who is
standing with legs apart as the goal or target. The goal player does not move until
the ball either goes through or passes him. At the movement the ball goes through
or misses the goal, the player quickly turns and sprints after the ball. The ball is
controlled, players turns and now makes a pass to the other player who is. now a
goal. Players work together to see how far apart they can get and still score goals.
Encourage players to turn quickly and prepare the ball for the next pass to goal.

~

Analysis:

Physical:

Initiating

quick

turning

movements.

QO

9. MIDDLE
Organization:

TEAM
Three equal teams, one ball.

Structure: Divide an area into three equal zones; field may be 20 x 30 yards.
Place a team in each area.
Procedures: The two end teams are playing keep away with the team in the
middle. Every time a team can playa ball through the middle zone without the ball
getting intercepted, that team gets a point. Balls may be played on the ground or in
the air. Each team must stay in their respective zones during play. if the serving
team plays a ball out of bounds, they move into the middle. If the middle team
wins the ball, they exchange places with that t~am. Encourage the team in
possession to pass the ball to create a clear path to the other end. Variation: Place
one or tWo attacking players and give them one or two touch. They can play balls
back to the end teams or to each other to get balls through.

Analysis:

Physical: High physical
the end teams.

activity

for the middle teams. Lower

Social/ Psychological:
High social interaction,
has an opportunity for success~

physical

team task orientation.

activity

for

Everyone
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10. TWO VS ONE
Organization:

Structure:

Groups

of four with

one ball.

Area lOx 20 with small goals. Use cones or shirts.

Procedures: Play 2vl with the second defender as goalkeeper. Once a goal is
scored or the single player wins the ball, the goalkeeper comes onto the field and
joins his partner. One player from the other team drops off and defends their goal,
reversing roles with a 2v I in favor of the other team. The team in possession of
the ball always has both players out, while the defending team can only have one
player on the field- Variation: Bring on the second player and play 2v2
emphasizing the transition from attack to defense and vice versa, as well as
combination play.
Analysis:

1-"'

Technical: Dribbling, passing,
receiving under pressure of an
opponent. All types of two player
combinations-wall pass, takeover,
double pass, overlap, and any
variation thereof. Players will find a
playing rhythm.
~

Physical:

Quick

anaerobic

fitness.

short sprints,

,

~

Tactical: Decisions regarding angle
6
and distance of support based on the
amount of pressure (closeness) from
the defender. The closer the
defender is to the ball, the more support (behind square of the ball) the second
attacking player must provide to his team mate. When the defending player is not
pressuring the ball~ the supporting player may run in advance of the ball to
penetrate the defending area.
Social/ Psychological: The player's abilities to read each other and the situation
depends on the pressure on the ball. Cooperation between players when attacking
and defending. Develops the ability to make quick decisions in small areas.
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EXERCISES
Passin2:

FOR
&

Receivin2:

OLDER

PLA

(Preparation

YERS
&

Turnin2:)

(
I. 3 v 3 + lor 4 v 4 + I
Restricted area
Combination Play through 1-2s
Take Overs
Run Arounds

+1

+

2.3 v 3 + 2 Free Players
4 v 4 + 2 Free Players
Restricted area-2 Touch, I Touch (possession and control)
3. 5 v 5 + 1
Restricted area
Option to Dribble for control and possession or pass (every 1 Touch pass is a
point

4. 4 v 4 + 4 Outside Targets
Restricted area
8 players in area unlimited touches-Outside targets 1
Touch to get ball safely back in to team in possession.

5. 4 v 4 with 2 End Targets
Restricted area-Play in direction to end targets
Unlimited Touches by all players

)(.

~
0

6. Circle-

Restricted

area 6 v 3 + 2
6v4+2

Sv3+2
Sv4+2

~e)(

~

o
e
o

x

)(.

Two Touch for outside players-unlimited for the 2 free players.
If the 3 or 4 defenders capture ball they play 2 Touch vs. the
2 free players.
I

7. 4 v 4 + 1 with two End Targets

.J(

-e.

~
~O

o

0

"",0

No restrictions except only I Touch
passes to end targets

("
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8. 3v2/2v3
2 Zones with goalkeepers
One player from back can go into attacking
zone.

~

Ox
02('

O
\-

~

0+-

9. Same as above-add one or more midfielders

10. 8 v 8 plus

2 free

players
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POSSESSIONAL

EXERCISES

Attackin2

('

Quick Play- Technically (dribbling, passing, receiving 1T, preparation) Quick
Oecisions- Tactically (eyes up, safe decisions with ball, possession & directional
penetration)
Exercises

I.

5v2

2T,

2. 4v4+2 2T, IT

L!!!J

(15 x 15 Yards)

IT

(20 x 20 Yards

)

eq
3. 4+4+ 1 Unlimited
(25 x 25 Yards )
(more possession through dribbling; use of escape moves)

4.5v3+2
6v3+2 2T-Outside,

Unlimited

Yards)

x

(30 x 30

x
o

6v4+2 for 2 Mids

o

x

xx
O O

~

5.4v4+1 (4 Outside Targets)
lor 2 Outside Players
Unlimited Inside Area

EElJ

x

x

(40 x 30 Yards)

6. 8v6 (4v6+4 Outside Targets) (40 x 40 Yards or Sv7)
4 Players-Unlimited
6 Players-l or 2T
4 Outside Targets lor 2 T

x

x

x
x

Q:![Jx
x

Q4

With End Targets-Directional
(60 x 40 Yards)

7. 6v6+
7v7

8. 8v8+1 (Half Field)
With 2 Side Targets for Switching

Play

9. 6v6 Possessional & Directional to Targets (Strikers)
(35 x 40 Yards)

x

x
O

xO

0

xO

0
x

10. 4v4+ 1
or Sv5+1

(20 x 45 Yards)
Possession & IT Passes

/

x

0
x

°xX

0

Ox

1
.
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